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Unleash the writer within

you with this Writing

Prompt 

Author of the month : Zoe

M

Submit your writings

Spotlight: Call me Saaya

I N  T H I S  I S S U E
Podcast on Writing, 
Publishing & Promoting.
B Y  T E A M  K C

As an author it is important to write and it is equally important to be
able to promote your work, especially in today's times when selling a
book is extremely important. 

Here , we have a list of 33 podcasts that have some of New York
Times Best Selling authors sharing their journey till there and what
all does it actually take to make your book sell. 

Learn the tricks of the trade as the master story tellers guide you on
writing, publishing and promoting your novel.  

Watch the tutorial to know more.

http://loripuma.com/blog/podcasts-help-you-write-publish-and-promote-your-first-novel-in-2018


This week's writing prompt is this image You could try writing a patische or a
fan fiction from this immensely powerful picture. 

“And by the way, 
everything in life 
is writable about 
if you have the 
outgoing guts to do 
it, and the 
imagination to 
improvise. The 
worst enemy to 
creativity is self- 
doubt.” 
― Sylvia Plath
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Writing Prompt

Spotlight - Call me Saaya

Shamsher Singh Rathore has it all. A job he loves and a life he lives every moment. 
Until an untimely call from home embroils him with a woman called Saaya who 

proceeds to turn his orderly world upside down! 

The only interest Sayana Singh Rajput had in him was the prized Sheesh Haveli. 
She had never believed in love until destiny threw her this impossible challenge. 

What do you do when all that you believed in turns out to be a lie? 

Will Shamsher be able to save his world? 

Will Sayana believe in love or will she allow avarice ruin it all? 

What about Saaya? 

What happens when desire meets destiny? 

Set in idyllic Rajasthan, Call me Saaya is the story of two souls in pursuit for true 
love while destiny has other plans for them.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LDxgPIsv6sY
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Author of the month : Zoe M 

Zoe M lives and works in Mumbai. 

She fell in love with the written word at the age of sixteen. Her affair has only 
matured over the years as she read stories that captivated her. Now, she uses the 

magic of words to help her spin her own stories. Her love of reading was born when 
she read The Fountainhead by Ayn Rand. 

Call Me Saaya is Zoe M’s debut novel. It is a romantic tour de force that weaves in and 
out of metros and a forgotten, quaint village in Rajasthan, revealing stories as it goes. 

The novel reflects the author’s love for the unexpected and is as engaging as she is. 

Twitter |  Facebook | Instagram 

An exceptionally talented artist, Zoe has captured the beauty of human relationships 
exceptionally well in her debut novel 'Call me Saaya' 

Read an excerpt 

You can pre-order it NOW on Amazon!

https://keemiyacreatives.wordpress.com/2018/07/16/book-of-the-month-call-me-saaya-by-author-zoe-m/


What is brewing at KC?

At KC we have always strived to bring nothing but the best to you in terms of contests, book recommendations and places where 
you can submit your work.  

In this issue, however, we have tried something different. We have tried giving you an image for prompt and also introduced 
author of the month along with a spotlight on their book. If you are an aspiring author or a published one, who wishes to be 
featured in our newsletter please feel free to get in touch with us for it.  

If you enjoyed knowing Author Zoe, join us on 31st July at 6 p.m. on twitter to participate in #AsktheAuthor and ask anything to 
Zoe about her writing, stories and also her debut novel releasing soon.  

Also, we are currently running an exciting contest on our blog - Blind Date a Book with Team KC - Celebrate friendship day with 
us by participating in it, choose a book and if you win, we could send that book to your friend as a gift. 

Spread the love and do join in the fun! 

http://www.ojalart.com/
http://keemiyacreatives.wordpress.com/
http://www.twitter.com/keemiya_c

